655 Genre Headings

If the genre is from Sears, use a 7 as the indicator. If it’s LOC, use a 0. Sears is the first preference. Do not use a 655 when cataloging nonfiction. Unless otherwise noted, the following list is comprised of Sears headings. You may put as many genre headings as applicable.

Adventure fiction.
Biographical fiction.
Dystopian fiction.
Fantasy fiction.
Historical fiction.
Horror fiction.
Humorous fiction.
Legal stories.
LGBT literature.
Medical novels.
Mystery fiction.
Novels in verse. (LOC heading)
Paranormal fiction.
Plot-your-own stories.
Political fiction.
Realistic fiction. (LMS heading)
Religious fiction.
Romance fiction.
Science fiction.
Sports fiction. (LOC heading)
Time-travel fiction. (LOC heading)
Urban fiction.
War stories.
Western stories.